Abstract. We study D-modules generated by rational powers of holomorphic functions, and prove a sufficient condition for that a root of the Bernstein-Sato polynomial contributes to a difference between these D-modules. We then construct an example where a root does not contribute to a difference. This also solves an old open problem about the relation between the Milnor monodromy and the exponential of the residue of the Gauss-Manin connection on the saturation of the Brieskorn lattice.
Introduction
Let f be a holomorphic function on a complex manifold X. Set Z := f −1 (0) ⊂ X. For α ∈ Q >0 , consider the D X -modules
where O X ( * Z) = O X 1 f
. Let b f (s) be the Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f , see [Be] , [Sat] , etc. It is the monic polynomial in s satisfying the functional equation
with P ∈ D X [s], and having the minimal degree. Specializing this equation to s = −α, we get
One may then naturally ask the following
In fact, this has been asked to the author also by N. Budur and U. Walther recently. In these notes we show that it can be solved to some extent (see Theorems 1, 2, and 3 below) by using the theory of Bernstein-Sato polynomials and V -filtrations as in [Ka1] , [Ka2] , [Ka3] , [Ma2] , [Ma3] , [Sa2] , etc. (We may assume α = 1 in Question 1, since it is trivial for α = 1.) It turns out, however, that there is an example where Question 1 has a negative answer, see Example (4.2) below. This also solves an old open problem in [Sa1] , see Remark (4.4) below.
Let i f : X ֒→ Y := X × C be the graph embedding with t the coordinate of C. Set
. Here (i f ) D * O X denotes the direct image of the structure sheaf O X as D-module, and V is the filtration of Kashiwara [Ka3] and Malgrange [Ma3] which is indexed by Q so that ∂ t t − α is locally nilpotent on Gr α V M f , see also [Sa2] , [Sa5] , etc. Malgrange's formula [Ma3] implies (1) b f (−α) = 0 ⇐⇒ Gr Set N := s + β = −∂ t t + β on M β f . In these notes we show the following Theorem 1. There are canonical isomorphisms of regular holonomic D X -modules
, together with short exact sequences of regular holonomic D X -modules This is shown in (1.4) below. (Note that G j = 0 for j < 0.) By Proposition 1, we see that (1), (2) hold with M β f replaced by M β f if α = 1. This is compatible with [Ma2] in the isolated singularity case and with [Sa6] in the general case.
From Theorem 1 and Proposition 1, we can deduce the following.
Theorem 2. We have a positive answer to Question 1 if N is strictly compatible with the filtration G on M β f , where β ∈ (0, 1] with α = β + j as above.
with the maximal multiplicity m β , where α = β + j as above. Then we have a positive answer to Question 1.
The last condition in Theorem 2 is satisfied, for instance, if Sa6] ). However, the condition in Theorem 2 is not always satisfied, and Question 1 may have a negative answer even in the isolated singularity case, see Example (4.2) below.
By [Ka3] , [Ma3] we have isomorphisms of perverse sheaves for λ = exp(−2πiβ), β ∈ (0, 1]
, where DR X is the de Rham complex shifted by n := dim X, and ψ f,λ , ϕ f,λ respectively denote the λ-eigenpart of the nearby and vanishing cycle functors ψ f , ϕ f , see [De] , and also [Sa2] , etc. Moreover, N = s + β on the left-hand side of the equalities corresponds to N := (2πi) −1 log T u on the right-hand side, where T u is the unipotent part of the monodromy. This implies that M β f , M β f in (1), (2), and Theorem 2 can be replaced respectively with the perverse sheaves
Let L λ −1 be a local system of rank 1 on U := X \ f −1 (0) which is the pull-back of a local system of rank 1 on C * with monodromy λ −1 by f . This corresponds to D U (f | U ) −β by the de Rham functor DR U . There are isomorphisms of perverse sheaves
and extensions of L λ −1 [n] as perverse sheaves on X can be described by the Verdier-type extension theorem [Ve] . The corresponding extensions of
we consider only extensions having no nontrivial submodules supported in f −1 (0), see (1.9) below. The right-hand side of (2) is closely related with this. Note that NM β f (⊂ M β f ) corresponds to the intermediate direct image in the sense of [BBD] .
If f has an isolated singularity at 0 ∈ Z and moreover Sing Z = {0}, then the vanishing cycle sheaf ϕ f,λ C X [n − 1] can be identified with the λ-eigenpart of the vanishing cohomology H n−1 (F f,0 , C) λ where F f,0 denotes the Milnor fiber of f around 0 ∈ Z. In this case there are canonical isomorphisms
with λ := exp(−2πiβ). Here (i 0 ) D * denotes the direct image as D-modules by the closed embedding i 0 : {0} ֒→ X (which is given by the tensor product with C[∂ x 1 , . . . , ∂ xn ] over C), and G f is the Gauss-Manin system having the V -filtration of Kashiwara [Ka3] and Malgrange [Ma3] indexed by Q, see [Ph] , [Sa4] , [ScSt] , etc. The filtration G on the middle term is defined by using the Brieskorn lattice H ′′ f (see [Br] ) as in [Ma1] , and this induces the filtration G on the last term by using the last isomorphism of (6). By Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 we get the following. Corollary 1. If f is a weighted homogeneous polynomial with an isolated singularity at 0, then, setting λ = exp(−2πiβ), p = [n − α], we have canonical isomorphisms for α = 1
together with a short exact sequence of regular holonomic D X -modules
In fact, the filtration G coincides with the Hodge filtration F of the mixed Hodge structure on the Milnor cohomology ([St1] , [St2] ) up to a shift of filtration in this case, see [ScSt] , etc. Corollary 1 seems to be closely related to a question of T. Bitoun who has calculated with T. Schedler the length of the regular holonomic D X -module
Budur recently informed us that Question 1 has a positive answer if there is no root −α ′ of b f (s) with α ′ −α ∈ Z >0 (by using a quite different method). This can be deduced also from Theorem 1 in this paper (since Gr
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In Section 1 we review some basics around the theory of Bernstein-Sato polynomials. In Section 2 we prove Proposition (2.3) which is essential for the proofs of the main theorems. In Section 3 we prove the main theorems. In Section 4 we describe an example where Question 1 is negatively answered.
Preliminaries
In this section we review some basics around the theory of Bernstein-Sato polynomials.
1.1. Direct image by the graph embedding. Let i f : X ֒→ Y := X × C be the graph embedding of a holomorphic function f on a complex manifold X. Let t be the coordinate of C. We denote by (i f ) D * O X the direct image of the structure sheaf O X as D-module. It is a free O X [∂ t ]-module of rank 1, and has the formal generator δ(f − t) satisfying the relations
with x 1 , . . . , x n local coordinates of X. This expresses the twist of the action of the vector fields ∂ x i , see also [Sa5, Section 1.8] .
More precisely, for local coordinates x 1 , . . . , x n of X, set
is the natural one, and
Here the first equality, which corresponds to the first equality of (1.1.1), means the twist of the action of the vector fields ∂ x i . It is well-known (see [Ma2] ) that δ(t − f ) and f s satisfy the same relations in D Y , and we have a natural inclusion
s is naturally identified with δ(t − f ), and s with −∂ t t. (Here the sheaf-theoretic direct image by i f is omitted to simplify the notation.)
The roots of b f (s) are negative by [Ka1] , and greater than −n by [Sa6] . These imply the inclusions
where V is the filtration of Kashiwara and Malgrange as in ( 1.2) below.
We have the unique exhaustive filtration V of Kashiwara [Ka3] and Malgrange [Ma3] which is indexed by Q and satisfies the following conditions:
if M is the direct image of a regular holomorphic D X -module by the graph embedding i f .) The existence of the V -filtration follows from that of b-functions in [Ka2] , where the regularity is actually unnecessary, see also [Sa5, Proposition 1.9] . Note that the increasing filtration V • is used in [Sa2] , and we have
The above conditions imply the isomorphisms
. Note that the first isomorphism holds for any α if and only if the action of t on M is bijective. (This follows from the Verdier-type extension theorem [Ve] for regular holonomic D-modules.)
It is known that the functor associating
(see, for instance, [Sa2, Lemma 3.1.3] ). These imply the following:
Let M → M ′ be a morphism of regular holonomic D Y -modules as above inducing an isomorphism over {t = 0}. Then it induces the isomorphisms
with G j M β f = 0 for j < 0 by the first inclusion of (1.1.5), see [Ma3] . Here we use the isomorphisms
Note that G is an increasing filtration since
The formula (1) in the introduction then follows from the definition of the Bernstein-Sato polynomial b f (s). In fact, the latter says that b f (s) is the minimal polynomial of the action of s on [Ma2] , [Sa6] .
In the isolated singularity case, (1.3.5) is also related with the Steenbrink spectrum [St2] by [Ma2] , [ScSt] , [Va] , see (1.7) below.
1.4. Microlocalization. In the notation of (1.1), set
where the last term is the algebraic microlocalization, see [Sa6] . We have the microlocal V -filtration on B f so that, by setting
These imply that Gr This injectivity and the surjectivity of
follow from the property of the perverse sheaf C X [n] that it has no nontrivial sub nor quotient object support in Z, see also [Sa2] , etc. Note that (1.4.3) corresponds by the de Rham functor DR X to the short exact sequence of perverse sheaves
where C Z [n − 1] is a perverse sheaf since Z is a hypersurface in a smooth manifold X. We have moreover
where G denotes also the corresponding filtration on ψ f,1 C X [n − 1]. We will show (1.4.6) by using the assertion that for a perverse sheaf F on X, we have
In fact, (1.4.7) follows from the adjunction for the inclusion
together with the vanishing of negative extension groups of perverse sheaves [BBD] , since
We apply (1.4.7) to the morphism
where the target is supported in Σ. Indeed, setting Z • := Z \ Σ, we have
So (1.4.6) follows.
We can now prove Proposition 1 by using (1.4.5). Here we may assume β = 1, and we have the isomorphism
which follows from (1.4.4).
Moreover the kernel of the morphism
is given by the image of Ker N ⊂ M 1 f in Coker N, and the latter coincides with M Z . The last assertion follows from the N-primitive decomposition of Gr
, which also follows from (1.4.7) by using the semisimplicity of pure Hodge modules.
To 
By combining these with the above assertions about M Z and M ′ Z , Proposition 1 then follows (since G j = 0 for j < 0).
1.5. Isolated singularity case. Assume Z has an isolated singularity at 0 ∈ Z. We have the Brieskorn lattice (see [Br] )
, which is contained in the Gauss-Manin system G f (see [Ph] ). The latter is the localization of H ′′ f by the action of ∂ −1 t which is well-defined on H ′′ f . In fact, we have (1.5.1) ∂ −1
X,0 with dη = ω. It is known that H ′′ f and G f are respectively free modules of rank µ over C{{∂ −1 t }} and C{{∂ [Sa4] , [ScSt] , etc. By Malgrange [Ma2] , we have
, where the left-and side is the microlocal (or reduced) b-function (see [Sa6] , [Sat] ), and the right-hand side is the minimal polynomial of the action of
. This is closely related with the microlocalization in (1.4), and is generalized in some sense to the non-isolated singularity case in [Sa6] .
1.6. Thom-Sebastiani type theorems. Let f, g be holomorphic functions with isolated singularities on complex manifolds X, Y . We denote by f + g the function on X × Y defined by the sum of the pull-backs of f and g. We have the Thom-Sebastiani type theorem for Brieskorn lattices (see [Ma1] [ScSt])
In fact, there is a well-defined morphism with source and target free modules of the same rank over C{{∂ −1 t }}, and it induces an isomorphism by taking mod ∂ −1 t C{{∂ −1 t }}. Note that the action of t on the right-hand side (which is induced by the multiplication by f + g) corresponds to the action of t ⊗ id + id ⊗ t on the left-hand side.
We then get the Thom-Sebastiani type theorem for Gauss-Manin systems
where
Note that the action of ∂ t t on the right-hand side corresponds to the action of ∂ t t ⊗ id + id ⊗ ∂ t t on the left-hand side.
1.7. Spectral numbers. Let 0 < α f,1 · · · α f,µ < n be the spectral numbers of a holomorphic function (f, 0) with an isolated singularity (see [St2] , [Ar] , etc.), where µ is the Milnor number. These are defined by using the mixed Hodge structure on the vanishing cohomology, that is
where F is the Hodge filtration on the λ-eigenpart of the vanishing cohomology
in the notation of the introduction. We have moreover the following isomorphisms (1.7.1) Gr [ScSt] , [Va] . Here
which is isomorphic to the Jacobian ring O X,0 /(∂f ), and the V -filtration on Ω n f is defined by using the last isomorphism.
We have the Thom-Sebastiani type theorem [SeTh] for spectrum
where f, g are as in (1.6), see [ScSt] , [Va] .
Comparison with the spectral numbers.
We denote the eigenvalues of the action of
These give the roots of b f (s) up to a sign by (1.5.2) by forgetting the multiplicities. (However, it is quite non-trivial to determine the latter.) It follows from (1.7.1) together with the first inclusion of (1.5.3) that there is a permutation σ of {1, . . . , µ} such that
This gives a certain estimate of the roots of b f (s). However, σ and the δ f,k are not unique, and it is rather complicated to determine explicitly these in general (except for the case of weighted homogenous polynomials where H ′′ f = H ′′ f and hence α f,k = β f,k ). We have a better estimation by using a basis (v r,i ) i of the N-primitive part P Gr This implies that each spectral number α f,k is associated with two additional integers w f,k and r f,k , which are respectively given by w and r in (1.8.2). There is no direct relation between w f,k and r f,k . In fact, w f,k is used in the definition of spectral pairs (see [St2] ), but r f,k has not been considered before.
By using the primitive decomposition (1.8.2) together with (1.5.3) and (1.7.1), we get a better estimate
although it is more difficult to determine σ in general. (Note that (1.8.3 ) is closely related to the fact that the Brieskorn lattice is a (B)-lattice in the sense of [Sa4] .) 
Indeed, it is enough to take the inverse image under the projection
So the assertion follows. (The corresponding assertion for perverse sheaves follows from [Ve] . See also [StZu] for the 1-dimensional case.)
Proof of the key proposition
In this section we prove Proposition (2.3) which is essential for the proofs of the main theorems.
Proposition 2.1. For α ∈ Q, there are canonical isomorphisms and an inclusion of regular holonomic D Y -modules
where the action of t is bijective on the last D Y -module.
Proof. We see that O X ( * Z)f −α is the pull-back of O C 1 t t −α as O-module with an integrable connection, and is regular holonomic. This implies that
is also regular holonomic. The last D Y -module in (2.1.1) is the localization of D Y f s−α along Z, and is regular holonomic if we admit the isomorphisms in (2.1.1). We can verify directly that the action of t on O X ( * Z)[s]f s−α is bijective (although we can also use the RiemannHilbert correspondence for this). So it is enough to show the first isomorphism of (2.1.1), since the second isomorphism is easy.
We see that
satisfy the same relations in D Y ( * Z). Here δ(t − f ) is the formal generator associated with the direct image by i f as in (1.1), and is used to express the twist of the action of vector fields as in (1.1.3). So the assertion follows.
Proposition 2.2. For α > 0, we have the isomorphisms
Proof. Only the last equality is nontrivial. It is reduced to
By decreasing induction on −α < β < 0, we can verify
In fact, by using the isomorphisms in (1.2.1), this can be reduced to the bijectivity of
So the assertion follows. This finishes the proof of Proposition (2.2).
Proposition 2.3. For α > 0, there is an equality in Gr
Proof. Since the inclusion ⊃ is clear, it is enough to show the inclusion ⊂ for the proof of (2.3.1). Set
By the last inclusion in Proposition (2.1) together with the isomorphism (1.2.3), we get the inclusion
. By the Verdier-type extension theorem for regular holonomic D-modules (see (1.9)), there is a unique regular holonomic
By Proposition (2.2), this is further reduced to
By considering mod V >0 and using (1.2.3), this can be reduced to by (2.3.4) . This finishes the proof of Proposition (2.3).
Proofs of the main theorems
In this section we prove the main theorems.
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1. By Proposition (2.1), we have to calculate
where we may assume α > 0 by the first inclusion of (1.1.5).
There is a natural isomorphism
which is the identity on O X ( * Z), and sends s to s − α. (This is similar to the definition of the action of t on D X [s]f s which sends s to s + 1, see [Ma2] , [Ka1] , etc.)
It induces isomorphisms of D X -submodules
Note that these are not C[s]-linear, and (3.1.2) does not hold if
Combining these with Proposition (2.3), we get 3.3. Proof of Theorem 3. We may assume α = 1 as in the proof of Theorem 2 above. By using (1.3.5) and Proposition 1, the assumption of Theorem 3 implies that there is Combined with (3.3.1), this implies (3.3.4 )
However, this contradicts the definition of m β in Theorem 3. So (3.3.2) follows. This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.
Example
In this section we describe an example where Question 1 is negatively answered. We first show the following.
Lemma 4.1. Let h := x 14 + y 14 − x 6 y 6 ∈ C{x, y}. Then the Milnor number µ h is 141, and the Jacobian ring C{x, y}/(∂h) has a monomial basis consisting of x i y j with (i, j) contained in I 0 ∪ I 1 ∪ t I 1 , where t I 1 is the transpose of I 1 , and
Moreover the spectral numbers {α h,k } in (1.7) are given by Proof. We can calculate the Jacobian ring C{x, y}/(∂h) by using the picture as below: Here segments mean relations between the monomials corresponding to white vertices. Black vertices mean that the corresponding monomials are completely contained in the Jacobian ideal (∂h) ⊂ C{x, y}. So the first assertion follows. The Milnor number of h is 141 by [Ko] , and the above calculation is compatible with this. Note that the above picture is closely related with a picture of the spectral numbers in the 2-dimensional non-degenerate Newton boundary case in [Ar] . Here we have to shift by (1, 1) to adjust the difference between the Jacobian ring C{x, y}/(∂h) and Ω 2 h in (1.7). We have an automorphism of Z 2 defined by
This induces an bijection between a rectangle and a parallelogram with vertices (0, 0), (14, 0), (0, 6), (14, 6) and (0, 0), (14, 0), (6, 6), (20, 6) .
So the last assertion follows from [St2] (since n = 2). This finishes the proof of Lemma (4.1).
Example 4.2. Let ∆ ⊂ C be a sufficiently small open disk. Set
These functions have non-degenerate Newton boundaries at 0 in the sense of Kouchinirenko ([Ko] ), and the f u (u ∈ ∆) form a family of constant non-degenerate Newton boundary; in particular, they have the same Milnor number and the same monodromy, but they may have different Bernstein-Sato polynomials. Indeed, the second spectral number α g,2 satisfies the relation In the notation of the introduction, this implies Note that x 2a+2b−2 y 2b−2 is identified with x 4b−2 y 4b−2 up to a nonzero constant multiple in the Jacobian ring of h := x 2a + y 2a − x 2b y 2b . The last condition of (4.3.1) is needed to prove the generalizations of (4.2.5) and (4. 
